Abstract-Network and service performance measurements are essential in IP (Internet Protocol) networks, e.g., for network management, network monitoring, and service quality assur ance. In order to measure the service quality received by individ ual users, a service-specific measurement system is required.
I. INTRODUCTION
Network traffic measurements are commonly performed by network operators in order to gain a better overview about the traffic flowing through the network. Measurements are very important for many operational tasks and measurement results can serve different purposes, like network management, net work and service monitoring, trend analysis, and capacity planing. With the support of different Quality-of-Service (QoS) levels in a network, measurements are also essential for service quality monitoring and service quality assurance in order to determine whether the network fulfills the QoS requirements of a particular service and in order to react in case of service quality degradation [5] .
Curren t measurement systems typically deal with the mea surement of generic network-related characteristics, like link load, amount of traffi c, and delay, and do not fully support ser vice-oriented measurements. Passive measurements are mostly restricted to traffic aggregates and commonly use flow accounting (e.g., NetFlow), while existing active measure ment tools are used to determine overall network characteris tics, like delay, network path capacity, or available capacity [2] . Users are, however, more interested in the perceived qual ity and they typically assess service quality based on their experiences with a particular service. Therefore, it is essential 978-1-4244-5367-2/10/$26.00 ©201O IEEE 24 for network operators to be able to measure and monitor indi vidual services for the purpose of service quality assurance.
To overcome these limitations, this paper develops and implements the Network and Service Quality Measurement (NSQM) architecture that supports network-wide end-to-end service-specific measurements, allowing to measure a wide range of QoS characteristics (metrics) in a flexible and auto mated manner. Measurements can be service-specific in the sense that the architecture measures the characteristics of a particular service session identified by an IP flow. The NSQM architecture can measure general network properties as well as the characteristics of a service or a service class (different aggregation levels) and it can determine both link-specific and end-to-end characteristics. The main advantages of NSQM can be summarized as follows:
• An integrated measurement architecture that brings differ ent measurement techniques and tools together with a com mon configuration and data collection interface.
• Service-specific measurements, where only relevant ser vice flows are measured individually (e.g., port and signal ing-based selection). To gether with sampling this reduces the measurement data significantly.
• The proxy-based measurement triggering approach to inte grate different services and start measurements on-demand.
• The use of packet marking that enables a consistent packet selection on multiple meters across a network, even when applying packet sampling for a single flow, and reduces the complexity of meters.
• An open system using standard protocols enabling future and operator-specific extensions.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section II gives and overview and summ arizes related work in the context of network measurement. The NSQM architecture proposed in this paper is presented in Section ill, while the prototypical implementation is described briefly in Section IV.
Section V presents evaluation results. Finally, Section VI sum marizes and concludes this work.
II. RELATED WORK
Network measurement has a long tradition and is com monly used for network management and monitoring, and to leam statistical properties of network traffic. Two main mea surement approaches, active and passive measurements can be differentiated. Active measurements inject probe packets into a network in order to determine network characteristics, while passive measurements observe and capture traffic generated by users and applications. In case of active measurements the injected traffi c introduces additional load in the network and can influence the characteristics to be measured. Passive mea surements do not suffer from this shortcoming but they can only be performed on existing traffic and the amount of data that needs to be collected and analyzed is potentially huge.
In order to provide a common framework for network mea surements, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) devel oped the IP Performance Metrics (lPPM) framework [21] . The IPPM framework standardizes metrics for connectivity, packet delay, packet loss, packet duplication, packet reordering, delay variation, link and path capacity and usage, as well as bulk transport capacity. It further specifies two high-precision mea surement protocols named One-Way Active Measurement Pro tocol (OWAMP) [24] and Two-Way Active Measurement
Protocol (TWAMP) [11] which are used to determine uni-and bidirectional metrics respectively. Both OWAMP and TWAMP use the active measurement approach.
In network measurement the large amount of collected data often determines a challenge. To address this problem and to reduce the amount of measurement data, passive measure ments commonly use sampling and collect aggregated data for a flow. The IP Flow Information Export (lPFIX) is an archi tecture [23] and protocol [3] to transfer flow information. The
Packet Sampling (pSAMP) framework [7] and protocol [4] specify sampling mechanisms and the export of packet infor mation based on the IPFIX protocol. Using per packet infor mation, measurement systems can determine characteristics related to individual packets and flows. The architecture supports the following measurement types that define which traffic and at which granularity to measure:
• Network-specific: This measurement type is used to mea sure general network characteristics (e.g., packet delay, packet loss) independent of the service that generates that traffic. It includes passive and active measurements, e.g., it
can perform measurements for every 1000th packet on a network link or generate and measure probe packets.
• Service-class-specific: This is a passive or active measure ment and is used to measure the characteristics of traffic belonging to a certain service class (e.g., DiffServ -Dif ferentiated Services -traffic class). The measurement granularity of this type is coarser than that of the service specific measurement type, since it measures a traffi c aggregate and not separate flows. can be used to measure a single Voice-over-IP (VoIP) ses sion or any web traffic destined to port 80.
• Service-imitating: This is a combination of active and pas sive measurement. It is used to generate traffic (active) and measure that traffic (passive) under well-defined conditions or in specific network load situations. The generated traffic closely mimic certain service traffi c.
In case of passive measurements, packet sampling can be used in order to mark and measure only a subset of packets.
Besides the above measurement types, NSQM supports addi tionally different measurement modes that define where to col lect measurement data in the network:
• End-to-end: In this mode measurement data are only col lected on edge nodes in the network and not on each node along a path. This enables to determine performance met rics in an end-to-end manner.
• Path: In this mode every node along a path measures the traffic and collects measurement data, which enables to determine performance metrics for each link along the path.
However, the path measurement mode requires more resources and generates more measurement data.
• Sub-path: This mode is similar to the path mode, but only a selected subset of nodes along a path measures the traffic and collects measurement data. This mode requires a con figurable meter that is not described in this paper due to the space limit. For details refer to [6] .
A. Components
The overall NSQM architecture is shown in Figure 1 , which depicts the NSQM components and their functionality, as out lined in key details below. Measurement Server -The measurement server is responsi ble for managing measurement sessions, configuring markers, measurement executors, and proxies, starting and terminating measurements, and receiving measurement results from meters and executors. In order to reduce the load and the amount of measurement data to be processed by a server, several servers can be deployed in a network in a way that a single server receives measurement data only from a set of meters. The internal architecture of the server is depicted in Figure 2 .
Configurations received from the measurement terminal are processed and interpreted by the configuration processor. If the configuration syntax is correct, the configuration receives a unique ID (Identifier), and it is stored in the measurement Measurement Proxy -A measurement configuration cannot always contain a priori all information required to perform a measurement. For example if a service uses dynamic port numbers, these numbers cann ot be defined beforehand in the configuration and can only be extmcted from signaling, when the service is started. In such a case measurement proxies are used to trigger the measurement of a certain service. They can listen to signaling and data traffi c of a certain service, extract flow metadata, and tmnsmit it to the measurement server.
Based on this information the server can decide to start a new measurement session. A proxy is usually responsible for a spe cific service, but it might be able to interpret more than one service. It can be implemented as a stand-alone application or be integmted in the server providing the given service. If it is a stand-alone application, it can be deployed on the same node, where the server is runnin g, or on separate hardware. Meter -Meters collect measurement data about marked packets and periodically transmit it to the measurement server.
Meters are deployed in routers in a network or as separate hardware connected to a mirrored port of a router. In case of the path measurement mode, each meter along the path col lects measurement data, while in case of the end-to-end mea surement mode only meters deployed at the edge of the network. Measurement data collected by meters include the following information:
• Packet header fields that define the tmffic flow, i.e. source address, destination address, source port, destination port, and protocol.
• The total length of the IP packet.
• The packet identifier that is a hash value calculated over the immutable header fields and the payload of the packet (or part of the payload).
• The timestamp, when the packet was captured by the meter.
• The meter identifier that identifies the meter that collected the measurement data.
• The link identifier, where the packet was received by the meter (router). They can incorpomte any active measurements and can be extended with new measurement schemes as well.
B. Interfaces
The NSQM architecture uses two main protocols; the Net work Configuration Protocol (NETCONF) [8] is used to trans fer any configuration between components, while the IPFIX protocol to transfer measurement data and trigger messages.
The NETCONF protocol is specified by the IETF for manag ing the configuration of network devices and uses an XML based (Extensible Markup Language) configuration data for-28 mat. The server uses the NETCONF protocol to configure measurement proxies, executors, and markers.
The measurement configuration defines all aspects of a measurement session and is submitted by the terminal to the measurement server. It uses an XML representation format that is described based on the following example:
<configuration> <packet-marking-configuration> <mode name.wend-to-end"/> <analysis method="offline"/> <maxflows n="S"/> <sampling method-"random" rate."lOOO"/> <metrics> <metric name_none-way-delay"/> </metrics> <source> <network> <address>192. 168. 10. O</address> <netmask>255.255.255.0</netmask> <proxy> <service-id>l</service-id> <address>192.168.10.61</address> </proxy> </network> </source> <destination> <host> <address>192. 168. 7. 72</address> <port>l</port> </host> </destination> <protocol name="udp"/> <dscp>EF</dscp> <service-data> <service id _ n1"> <codec>mp3</codec> <bitrate>192</bitrate> </service> </service-data> </packet-marking-configuration> <schedule> <run> <individual> <time> <start time."09:00:00"/> <stop time="17:00:00"/> </time> <date>2009-05-01</date> </individuab <periodic> <time> <start time."20:00:00"/> <duration duration="PTSH"/> </time> <day name= "monday" / > <month name."april"/> </periodic> </run> </schedule> <executor-configuration executor-"192.l68.l0.6l"> <owamp-configuration> <destination>192. 168.7. 72</destination> </owamp-configuration> </executor-configuration> </configuration>
The <packet-Marking-configuration> element specifies which packets are relevant for the measurement and need to be marked. Because not all measurement types include packet marking, the element is optional. The <mode> element speci fies the measurement mode (end-to-end, path). The <analy sis> element (optional) defines the analysis method, which can be online or omine. In the omine method, the measure ment server only stores the measurement, while in the online method it additionally processes the data to trigger a network management alarm for example. The <maxflows> element (optional) can be used to limit the number of flows that are measured concurr ently. The <sampling> element (optional) specifies the sampling method to be used, it can be determinis tic or random with a certain rate. The <metric> element (optional) contains the name of a metric that the measurement server has to calculate when the analysis method is set to online. This element can be included several times if several metrics need to be calculated. To define a flow to be marked, the <source>, <destination>, and <protocol> elements can be used. The <source> and <destination> elements can include a <host>, <host-range>, or <network> element, defining a specific host, a host range, or a network by specity ing an <address>, a <netmask>, <port>, or <port-range>. In addition, the <host>, <host-range>, and <network> elements may contain a <proxy> element. In this case, address and port information are complemented by a measurement proxy. In the <proxy> element, the <service-id> defines the service identi fier, while the <address> contains the IP address of the responsible measurement proxy. Additionally, the <dscp> ele ment can be used to specity a certain service class to be marked and the <service-data> element to any service-spe cific criteria a packet must fulfill in order to be marked. In the example the audio codec and bit rate are specified. The marker configuration is used to configure markers. It can specity to <add> a new configuration, to <drop> an exist ing configuration, or to <flush> all configurations. The <add> element can contain the <mode>, <sampling>, <source>, <des tination>, <protocol>, and <dscp> elements from the mea surement configuration described above.
The executor configuration is used by the server to config ure measurement executors and it contains the same informa tion as specified for the measurement configuration above.
Using the IPFIX protocol, meters send measurement data and measurement proxies send trigger messages to the mea surement server. The measurement data associated with a packet includes a hash value (calculated based on the packet header and pay load), the timestamp, the total length of the packet, and the interface on which the packet was observed. The IPFIX tem plate for the packet data in case ofIPv4 is defined as follows:
In case of IPv6 the template includes the payloadLength IPv6 element for the packet length, but otherwise it is identi cal with the template defmition for IPv4.
The measurement proxy also uses the IPFIX protocol to transmit trigger messages to the measurement server, when ever it recognizes a new service session. The trigger message contains the flow specification and optionally additional ser vice-specific information, e.g., codec and data rate in case of a streaming service. Based on this information received in the trigger message and the measurement configuration, the mea surement server can decide whether a new measurement ses sion shall be started. If yes, the server configures the responsible markers to start marking the packets belonging to the service. The IPFIX template for the basic trigger message includes the following information elements:
The serviceId is a newly defined information element con taining an identifier of the service. In case of IPv6 the address information is included in the sourceIPv6Address and destinationIPv6Address attributes. Additional service-specific attributes can be included in the template as necessary.
C. Example Measurement Scenarios
To demonstrate the functionality and operation of the NSQM architecture, a selected set of real-world, but example measurement scenarios are described in the following. They include the measurement configuration phase with and with out using a measurement proxy, the measurement phase, and an active measurement using measurement executors. Figure 3 shows the measurement configuration phase, when no measurement proxy is used, while Figure 4 shows when a proxy is involved. As Figure 3 depicts, first the network oper ator submits a measurement configuration to the measurement server, where it is scheduled for execution. Based on this information the server configures the corresponding marker(s) and the system is ready for the measurement and the server is waiting to receive measurement results. After the measurement configuration, the measurement phase is the same for any passive measurement irrespective of whether a proxy was used or not. In the measurement phase as outlined in Figure 5 , markers mark appropriate packets according to their configuration and meters collect measure ment data for marked packets. Meters send periodically the measurement data to the server. The NSQM architecture has been implemented as a proto type to demonstrate its feasibility and to test its functionality.
The prototype is implemented on Linux in Java and uses addi tional external libraries and tools as explained in the follow ing.
The marker in the prototype uses the DiffServ code point field in the IP header to mark packets instead of the router alert option as described in the design. This decision was made because of an easier implementation in the test-bed. The marker uses iptables to manipulate the marking in a packet.
The task of the meter is to look for marked packets and extract relevant data. Because Java does not provide access to packet header fields, jNetPcap, a libpcap wrapper for Java, is used, which provides packet capture functionality. Once the meter has collected data about a predefined number of pack ets the data are sent to the measurement server using IPFIX.
The prototype implements curr ently the required subset of functionality of the IPFIX protocol. The measurement execu tor of the prototype supports active measurements based on iperf [14] and owpinglowampd [19] .
The measurement server configures measurement proxies, executors, and markers via the NETCONF protocol. Similarly to the IPFIX implementation, the prototype implements the necessary subset of the NETCONF protocol functionality. The server receives measurement data in IPFIX records, it extracts the data, matches it against the measurement session infonna tion in the memory-database, and stores the data in the main memory such that it can be written efficiently to the measure ment database. The data is taken care of by a separate thread, which writes it to the measurement database in regular time intervals, freeing up memory space. The memory database is based on HSQLDB [13] , while the persistent measurement database on Oracle 109 XE [18] .
V. EVALUATION
Based on the prototype, the perfonnance and the feasibility of the NSQM architecture has been assessed. The test-bed consisted of four nodes -a measurement server, a marker, a meter, and a packet generator. The server node was a PC with an Intel quad-core Q9300 2.5 GHz processor and 4 GB mem ory. The other nodes had an Intel Pentium 4 2.8 GHz proces sor and 512 MB memory.
The measurement configuration overhead is low, since the size of a typical configuration is around 1-2 KB and the total time to set up a new measurement session was around 30 ms.
Using the Linux packet generator (pktgen), packets were generated and sent through the marker, where they were marked, and through the meter, where they were captured. In the perfonnance experiments, packets with a rate of 10, 25, 50, 75, and 100 Kpps were generated (100Kpps corresponds to around 1 Gbps). These packet rates generate measurement data (IPFIX) from the meter with a rate of around 3. The processing time of an IPFIX record, containing the measurement data for a single packet, is between around 8 and 14 J.ls, which remains nearly constant with the increase of the packet rate. This shows that the server scales well with the increase of the packet rate and consequently with the amount of measurement data.
As Figure 8 shows, the CPU load on the server increases from around 10 % to 35 % with the increase of the packet rate, since the server has to process more IPFIX records. However, the number of individually measured flows affects the CPU load only very limited. With further parallelization in order to fully utilize a multi-core processor, the performance of the server can be further improved, so that it is able to process measurement data corresponding to higher packet rates. and IPFIX for measurement data transfer. Finally, the evalua tion of the prototype shows that the architecture is feasible.
Future work includes experiments with the implementation, performance optimizations, and eventually a reimplementa tion of some performance critical components in C++. Addi tionally, it is plann ed to develop measurement proxies for different services, to extend the marker with sampling func tionality, and to investigate the use of PSAMP-based packet selection in the meter besides the packet marking approach.
